
 

 

 

 
 

   
Joy Behar 

Junior mixer-uppers will 

flip for this Chemistry Lab kit. They 

can perform pH tests, create slime, 

form a bouncy ball, wake up fungus, 

and more—all in the name of 

science. 

The Magic School Bus has been 

taking kids on fantastic journeys for 

nearly 30 years. Who doesn’t love 

wacky Ms. Frizzle? On rainy days, I 

feel like her doppelganger! Better 

yet, the stories give kids a love of 

science at an early age by making it 

fun, fascinating, and interactive. 

Joy Behar 

Here’s a secret I’m happy to share: I love 

teaching my grandkids about science—because I get 

to re-learn all the cool lessons all over again. These 

kits by the Young Scientists Club are exciting, hands-

on ways to learn about everything from geology to 

chemistry. But instead of reading chapters in a 

textbook, you get to sit down with the mini mad 

scientists in your life and get creative as you learn! 

Dig into earth science with the award-winning 

Minerals, Crystals & Fossils kit. Kids can grow a salt 

rock garden (or even rock candy), identify minerals 

using scientific tests, break open a giant geode, and 

more. Budding geologists and archeologists will be 

thrilled at the chance to make a mold of a fossil! 

Joy Behar 

This Attracted to 

Magnificent Magnets kit will draw in 

your junior scientist with cool 

activities like compass building and 

holding magnetic car races. Vroom. 

The Magic School Bus has been 

taking kids on fantastic journeys for 

nearly 30 years. Who doesn’t love 

wacky Ms. Frizzle? On rainy days, I 

feel like her doppelganger! Better 

yet, the stories give kids a love of 

science at an early age by making it 

fun, fascinating, and interactive. 

 

 

 

 
Joy Behar 

The Blasting Off with Erupting Volcanoes kit lets 

young volcanologists do everything from learn about tectonic 

plate movement to paint and explode a volcano. You can even 

make lava—the ultimate draw for kids who like ooey-gooey stuff. 

Joy Behar 

Junior Astronauts will be fascinated about their finds 

with this kit. They’ll get to build their own constellation box, 

construct a night-vision flashlight, assemble a working telescope 

and much, much more! As Ms. Frizzle would say, “Seatbelts, 

everyone! Get ready to discover The Secrets of Space!” 
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Joy Behar 

Here’s a secret I’m happy to 

share: I love teaching my grandkids about 

science—because I get to re-learn all the 

cool lessons all over again. These kits by 

the Young Scientists Club are exciting, 

hands-on ways to learn about everything 

from geology to chemistry. But instead of 

reading chapters in a textbook, you get to 

sit down with the mini mad scientists in 

your life and get creative as you learn! 

 

This is a truly cool kit, especially if you 

live near a patch of woods or any area 

where wild critters roam. In this Tracking 

Expedition kit, kids learn all about 

identifying animal tracks and the creatures 

that left them—and can even explore real 

animal tracks in nature. (Even if that 

means raccoon tracks in the backyard.) 

Joy Behar 

Who doesn’t fondly remember 

Ms. Frizzle’s Journey into the Human 

Body? This kit lets kids bend bones, create 

joints, build a stethoscope, measure lung 

capacities and heart rates—the list goes 

on. (You might notice that it’s won just 

about every award out there.) 

Joy Behar 

Here’s a secret I’m happy to 

share: I love teaching my grandkids about 

science—because I get to re-learn all the 

cool lessons all over again. These kits by 

the Young Scientists Club are exciting, 

hands-on ways to learn about everything 

from geology to chemistry. But instead of 

reading chapters in a textbook, you get to 

sit down with the mini mad scientists in 

your life and get creative as you learn! 

This is the ultimate kit for the kid obsessed 

with everything science. It’s a weather 

station, a chemistry lab, and a volcano 

testing center in one. Make everything 

from a weather vane to an exploding 

volcano, feel real pumice, create gas from 

solids and liquids, and more. Young 

scientists will never get bored with all the 

exciting experiments contained in this one 

kit! 

 

 

 

 
Joy Behar 

This slime and polymer kit will have your mini mad 

scientists thinking you’re all sorts of fun. What kid doesn’t want 

to create goop? Polymers are the hidden fun in this kit; did you 

know you could grow flowers in them? 1, 2, 3 experiment! 

Joy Behar 

Your junior scientists will be in awe when they get to 

look at everything from crystals to dirt under their microscope. 

With this kit they’ll also learn the history of the microscope and 

discover how to use it! 
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